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What is A+ Content?

A+ Content includes the high quality images, in-depth item 

descriptions and narrative copy provided by Amazon to 

sellers to increase conversions and highlight the unique value 

proposition of your products. This allows sellers to harness 

the in-store shopping experience on a screen.

Kind Bars’ A+ Content Highlights its fresh 
ingredients and takes advantage of white 
space to create an airy and clean aesthetic.

Does your product 
need a boost?



Best Practices

Your A+ Content is an opportunity to showcase 

your product in a unique way that draws customers in 

and allows them to feel like they can experience your 

product without physically interacting with it. 

Make your product shine in 
the best light by following 
these simple guidelines.



SEO Guidelines

Amazon DOESN’T index A+ Content in their searches, 

but does index your product’s descriptions. 

Google DOES index A+ Content so using module text 

will improve your ranking if you convert sales.

As you would with your website, using clear file names 

and alt-text on your images is crucial.

What you need to know 
about A+ Content and SEO



Content Guidelines

Think of your A+ page as a two-dimensional storefront 

for Amazon shoppers. What do they need to see to 

enter your shop and buy your products?

Clear and concise content will be easier for your 

customers to digest and take in.

Focus your content on how your product benefits or 

solves a problem for your customer.

Get the most from A+ by 
planning out your content

Providing your customers with instructions, texture 
samples, and the advantages of your product allow 
them to know what they can expect when it arrives.



Design Guidelines

Plan Your Content | Use your A+ Content to tell 

customers why it your product will solve their problem. 

What should they see first? And last?

Make it Feel Like a Landing Page | How can you show 

customers that your product is exactly what they’ve 

been looking for all this time?

Use Your Brand Guidelines | Brand consistency is key 

to creating trust with your customers. Your A+ Content 

should reflect the best parts of your brand.

Use these design tips to make 
your A+ Content stand out

Design Standards
Formatting Images | Pay 
attention to image sizes for 
each module

Accessibility | No text smaller 
than 16 points on images

Less is more | Amazon will 
reformat white space to 
make it look good

Responsive design | Amazon 
will resize images and fit text 
automatically for mobile



A+ Content Modules

Multiple Small Images

Single Small Images

Comparison Chart

Full Width Images
Includes the header and comes with black 
or white overlay options for text

Includes image on left or right side, 
sidebar, highlights, and specs options

Includes product description and standard 
text box options for headlines

Includes options for 3 or 4 imgaes with 
text below and image quadrants with text

Similar to what Amazon generates on any 
product page, but customized to your products

Text Modules



Is it worth the price?

A+ grabs the attention of shoppers because they engage 

with your product through large image that explain the 

product, its usage, and benefits.

Product listings using A+ Content have a 10% higher sales 

than non-A+ product listings.

Although you’ll need to pay for the creation of content and 

visuals, A+ Content is free (for now) to sellers and vendors.

You know your business best, 
but consider these factors 
when you are deciding 


